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Abstrat

Data olletion and analysis in web mining faes ertain unique hallenges. Due to

a variety of reasons inherent in web browsing and web logging, the likelihood of bad or

inomplete data is higher than onventional appliations. The analytial tehniques in web

mining need to aommodate suh data. Fuzzy and rough sets provide the ability to deal

with inomplete and approximate information. Fuzzy set theory has been shown to be

useful in three important aspets of web and data mining, namely lustering, assoiation,

and sequential analysis. However, there is limited researh on lustering based on rough set

theory. Clustering is an important part of web mining that involves �nding natural groupings

of web resoures or web users. Researhers have pointed out some important di�erenes

between lustering in onventional appliations and lustering in web mining. For example,

the lusters and assoiations in web mining do not neessarily have risp boundaries. As a

result, researhers have studied the possibility of using fuzzy sets in web mining lustering

appliations. Reent attempts have used geneti algorithms based on rough set theory for

lustering. However, the geneti algorithms based lustering may not be able to handle large

amount of data typial in a web mining appliation. This paper proposes a variation of the

K-means lustering algorithm based on properties of rough sets. The proposed algorithm

represents lusters as interval or rough sets. The paper also desribes the design of an

experiment inluding data olletion and the lustering proess. The experiment is used to

reate interval set representations of lusters of web visitors.
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I. Introdution

W

EB mining an be viewed as the extration of struture from an unlabeled, semi-

strutured data set ontaining the harateristis of users and information [1℄.

Logs of web aess available on most servers are good examples of the data set used in web

mining. Three important operations in web mining are lustering, assoiation, and sequential

analysis. This paper fouses on lustering, whih is a proess of identifying natural groupings

of objets.

The lustering proess is an important step in establishing user pro�les. User pro�ling

on the web onsists of studying important haratersits of the web visitors. Due to the

ease of movement from one portal to another, web users an be very mobile. If a partiular

web site doesn't satisfy the needs of the user in a relatively short period of time, the user

will quikly move on to another web site. Therefore, it is very important to understand the

needs and harateristis of web users.

Clustering faes several additional hallenges in web mining, ompared to traditional

appliations [1℄. The lusters tend to have fuzzy or rough boundaries. The membership of

an objet in a luster may not be preisely de�ned. There is a likelihood that an objet

may be a andidate for more than one luster. In addition, due to noise in the reording

of data and inomplete logs, the possibility of the presene of outliers in the data set is

quite high. Joshi and Krishnapuram [1℄ argued that the lustering operation in web mining

involves modeling an unknown number of overlapping sets. They proposed the use of fuzzy

lustering [2℄, [3℄, [4℄ for grouping the web users. This paper proposes unsupervised rough

set lustering using a modi�ed K-means algorithm.

Any lassi�ation sheme an be represented as a partition of a given set of objets.

Objets in eah equivalene lass of the partition are assumed to be idential or similar. In
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web mining, it is not possible to provide an exat representation of eah lass in the partition

[1℄. Rough sets [5℄, [6℄ enable us to represent suh lasses using upper and lower bounds.

Lingras [7℄ desribed how a rough set theoreti lassi�ation sheme an be represented using

a rough set genome. The resulting geneti algorithms (GAs) were used to evolve groupings of

highway setions represented as interval or rough sets. Lingras [8℄ applied the unsupervised

rough set lustering based on GAs for grouping web users. The preliminary experimentation

by Lingras [8℄ illustrated the feasibility of rough set lustering for developing user pro�les on

the web. However, the lustering proess based on GAs seemed omputationally expensive

for saling to a larger data set.

One of the most popular and eÆient lustering algorithms in onventional appliations

is K-means lustering. In the K-means approah, randomly seleted objets are used as

the entroids of lusters. The objets are then assigned to di�erent lusters based on their

distane from the entroid. The newly formed lusters are then used to determine new

entroids. The proess ontinues until the lusters stabilize. Lingras and Huang [9℄ provided

a theoretial and experimental analysis of various lustering tehniques for two datasets

of di�erent sizes. They learly illustrated the omputational advantages of the K-means

approah for large datasets. However, it is neessary to adapt the K-means algorithm for

reating intervals of lusters based on rough set theory.

This paper proposes the adaptation of the K-means algorithm to reate interval sets

based on rough set theory. The proposed rough K-means algorithm was used to �nd luster

intervals of web users. The web site that was used for the experimentation atered to �rst

year omputing siene students. The students used the web site for downloading lassnotes

and lab assignments; downloading, submitting and viewing lass assignments; heking their

urrent marks; as well as for aessing a disussion board. The web site logged as many as
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30,000 entries during a busy week. Over the sixteen week period under study, the number of

entries in the web log was more than 360,000. The web site was aessed from a variety of

loations. Only some of the web aesses were identi�able by student ID. Therefore, instead

of analyzing individual students, it was deided to analyze eah visit. This also made it

possible to guarantee the required protetion of privay. Eah visit was determined based

on ontinuous aess from a given IP number.

A �rst year ourse onsists of a wide variety of student behaviour. It will be interesting

to study the behaviour pattern of the students over several weeks. Lingras [8℄ hypothesized

that there are three types of visitors: studious, rammers, and workers. Studious visitors

download notes from the site regularly. Crammers download all the notes before an exam.

Workers ome to the site to �nish assigned work suh as lab and lass assignments. Generally,

the boundaries of these lasses will not be preise. The preliminary experiments based on

GAs for two weeks worth of web logs showed the feasibility of using rough sets to represent

the three lasses. However, GAs were omputationally intensive and hene ouldn't be easily

used for the larger sixteen week dataset. In this paper, the proposed adaptation of K-means

based on rough set theory is used to lassify the visitors from the entire sixteen week period

into upper and/or lower bounds of the three lasses mentioned above.

II. Review of Web Personalization and Clustering

The interest in web personalization an be traed bak to the Firey system (www.�rey.om),

whih was used to suggest musi CDs that math users' interests. Similar attempts an also

be seen on Amazon.om. When a user requests information about a book, the system pro-

vides a list of additional books. The list onsists of books purhased by people who bought

the book the user is interested in. Attempts at web personalization are inreasing at a rapid

rate. The inreased interest is also leading to more formal frameworks for web personaliza-
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tion [10℄. Armstrong et al. [11℄ proposed the use of a tour guide approah. Perkowitz and

Etzioni [10℄ attempted to formalize the onept of adaptive web sites. The adaptive web

sites were de�ned as those that automatially improve their organization and presentation by

learning from visitor aess patterns. They suggested that muh of the earlier work has been

foused on fairly simple adaptations suh as automatially reating shortuts in the site, and

ustomization of a web site to suit the needs of eah individual user. Perkowitz and Etzioni

proposed the use of sophistiated adaptations of web sites to users' needs, and aggregation of

information gleaned from the user population to improve the navigation for a large number

of users. Perkowitz and Etzioni's further extended their researh [12℄ by fousing on luster-

ing of web douments in antiipation of user needs. Joshi and Krishnapuram [1℄ disussed

the issue of lustering for web mining in great detail and suggested that a fuzzy lustering

approah may be more suitable than the traditional statistial approahes used by Perkowitz

and Etzioni [12℄. There is a signi�ant amount of researh related to fuzzy lustering [2℄, [3℄,

[4℄ in literature. Rough set theory [5℄ has often been onsidered to be an alternative to the

fuzzy set theory. In many ases, rough set theory has also been used to omplement fuzzy

set theory. However, there is limited unsupervisory lustering methodology based on rough

set theory. This paper proposes an eÆient K-means lustering approah based on rough set

theory.

III. Review of Rough Sets

The notion of rough set was proposed by Pawlak [5℄. This setion provides a brief

summary of the onepts from rough set theory essential for introduing the rough set

theoreti K-means algorithm.

Let U denote the universe (a �nite ordinary set), and let R � U �U be an equivalene

(indisernibility) relation on U . The pair A= (U;R) is alled an approximation spae.
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The equivalene relation R partitions the set U into disjoint subsets. Suh a partition

of the universe is denoted by U=R = E

1

;E

2

; ::::;E

n

, where E

i

is an equivalene lass of R. If

two elements u;v 2 U belong to the same equivalene lass E � U=R, we say that u and v

are indistinguishable. The equivalene lasses of R are alled the elementary or atomi sets

in the approximation spae A = (U;R). The union of one or more elementary sets is alled

a omposed set in A. The empty set ; is also onsidered a speial omposed set. Com(A)

denotes the family of all omposed sets.

Sine it is not possible to di�erentiate the elements within the same equivalene lass,

one may not be able to obtain a preise representation for an arbitrary set X � U in terms

of elementary sets in A. Instead, any X may be represented by its lower and upper bounds.

The lower bound A(X) is the union of all the elementary sets whih are subsets of X, and

the upper bound A(X) is the union of all the elementary sets whih have a non-empty

intersetion with X. The pair

�

A(X);A(X)

�

is the representation of an ordinary set X in

the approximation spae A = (U;R), or simply the rough set of X. The elements in the

lower bound of X de�nitely belong to X, while elements in the upper bound of X may or

may not belong to X.

IV. Review of K-Means Approah

K-means lustering is one of the most popular statistial lustering tehniques. The

name K-means originates from the means of the k lusters that are reated from n objets.

Let us assume that the objets are represented by m-dimensional vetors. The objetive

is to assign these n objets to k lusters. Eah of the lusters is also represented by an

m-dimensional vetor, whih is the entroid or mean vetor for that luster. The proess

begins by randomly hoosing k objets as the entroids of the k lusters. The objets are

assigned to one of the k lusters based on the minimum value of the distane d(v;x) between
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the objet vetor v and the luster vetor x. The distane d(v;x) is given by:

d(v;x) =

P

m

j=1

(v

j

� x

j

)

2

m

(1)

After the assignment of all the objets to various lusters, the new entroid vetors of

the lusters are alulated as:

x

j

=

P

v2x

v

j

Size of luster x

;where 1 � j � m: (2)

The proess stops when the entroids of lusters stabilize, i.e. the entroid vetors from

the previous iteration are idential to those generated in the urrent iteration.

V. Adaptation of K-means to Rough Set Theory

Rough sets were proposed using equivalene relations. However, it is possible to de�ne

a pair of upper and lower bounds

�

A(X);A(X)

�

or a rough set for every set X � U as long

as the properties spei�ed by Pawlak [5℄ are satis�ed. Yao et al. [13℄ desribed various gen-

eralizations of rough sets by relaxing the assumptions of an underlying equivalene relation.

Skowron and Stepaniuk [14℄ disuss a similar generalization of rough set theory. The present

study uses suh a generalized view of rough sets. If one adopts a more restritive view of

rough set theory, the rough sets developed in this paper may have to be looked upon as

interval sets.

Let us onsider a hypothetial lassi�ation sheme

U=P = fX

1

; X

2

; : : : ; X

k

g (3)

that partitions the set U based on ertain riteria. The atual values of X

i

are not known.

The lassi�ation of web users is an example of suh a hypothetial lassi�ation sheme.

A set of visitors an be lassi�ed into three lasses depending on the predominant usage:
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studious, rammers, and workers. However, the atual sets orresponding to eah one of

these lasses are not known. Let us assume that due to insuÆient knowledge it is not

possible to preisely desribe the sets X

i

;1� i� k, in the partition. However, it is possible

to de�ne eah set X

i

2 U=P using its lower A(X

i

) and upper A(X

i

) bounds based on the

available information. In this study, the available information onsists of web aess logs.

Sine the objets and lusters in the K-means algorithm are represented by vetors, we will

use vetor representations, v for an objet and x

i

for luster X

i

.

We are onsidering the upper and lower bounds of only a few subsets of U . Therefore, it

is not possible to verify all the properties of the rough sets [5℄. However, the family of upper

and lower bounds of x

i

2U=P are required to follow some of the basi rough set properties

suh as:

(C1) An objet v an be part of at most one lower bound

(C2) v 2 A(x

i

) =) v 2 A(x

i

)

(C3) An objet v is not part of any lower bound

m

v belongs to two or more upper bounds.

Note that (C1)-(C3) are not neessarily independent or omplete. However, enumerating

them will be helpful in understanding the rough set adaptation of the K-means algorithm.

K-means lustering is a proess of �nding entroids for all lusters, and assigning objets

to eah luster based on their distane from the entroids. This proess is done iteratively

until stable entroid values are found. Inorporating rough sets into K-means lustering

requires the addition of the onept of lower and upper bounds. Eq. 2 that is used to

alulate the entroids of lusters needs to be modi�ed to inlude the e�ets of lower as well

as upper bounds. The modi�ed entroid alulations for rough sets is then given by:
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x

j

=

8

>

<

>

:

w

lower

�

P

v2A(x)

v

j

jA(x)j

+w

upper

�

P

v2(A(x)�A(x))

v

j

jA(x)�A(x)j

if A(x)�A(x) 6= ;

w

lower

�

P

v2A(x)

v

j

jA(x)j

otherwise

; (4)

where 1 � j �m. The parameters w

lower

and w

upper

orrespond to the relative importane

of lower and upper bounds. It an be easily seen that eq. 4 is a generalization of eq. 2. If the

upper bound of eah luster were equal to its lower bound, the lusters will be onventional

lusters. Therefore, the boundary region A(x)�A(x) will be empty, and the seond term in

the equation will be ignored. Thus, eq. 4 will redue to eq. 2.

The next step in the modi�ation of the K-means algorithms for rough sets is to design

riteria to determine whether an objet belongs to the upper or lower bound of a luster. For

eah objet vetor, v, let d(v;x

i

) be the distane between itself and the entroid of luster

X

i

. The di�erenes d(v;x

i

)� d(v;x

j

), 1� i; j � k, were used to determine the membership

of v as follows.

1. If d(v;x

i

)� d(v;x

j

) � threshold, for any pair (i; j), then v 2 A(x

i

) and v 2 A(x

j

).

Furthermore, v was not part of any lower bound. The above riterion gurantees that

property (C3) is satis�ed.

2. Otherwise, v 2 A(x

i

) suh that d(v;x

i

) is the minimum for 1 � i � k. In addition,

by property (C2), v 2 A(x

i

).

The rough K-means algorithm, desribed above, depends on three parameters w

lower

,

w

upper

, and threshold. Experimentation with various values of the parameters is neessary

to develop a reasonable rough set lustering. The following setions desribe the design and

results of suh an experiment.
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VI. Study data and Design of the Experiment

The study data was obtained from the web aess logs of the introdutory �rst year

ourse in omputing siene at Saint Mary's University. The initial number of students in

the ourse was 180. The number redued over the ourse of the semester to 130 to 140

students. The students in the ourse ome from a wide variety of bakgrounds, suh as

omputing siene major hopefuls, students taking the ourse as a required siene ourse,

and students taking the ourse as a siene or general eletive. As is ommon in a �rst year

ourse, students' attitudes towards the ourse also vary a great deal. It was hoped that the

pro�le of visits will reet some of the distintions between the students. For the initial

analysis, it was assumed that the visitors ould fall into one of the following three ategories:

1. Studious: These visitors download the urrent set of notes. Sine they download a

limited/urrent set of notes, they probably study lassnotes on a regular basis.

2. Crammers: These visitors download a large set of notes. This indiates that they

have stayed away from the lassnotes for a long period of time. They are planning

for pre-test ramming.

3. Workers: These visitors are mostly working on lass or lab assignments or aessing

the disussion board.

The rough set lassi�ation sheme is expeted to speify lower and upper bounds for

these lasses.

It was hoped that the above mentioned variety of user behaviours would be identi�able

based on the number of web aesses, types of douments downloaded, and time of day.

Certain areas of the web site were proteted and the users ould only aess them using

their IDs and passwords. The ativities in the restrited parts of the web site onsisted

of submitting a user pro�le, hanging a password, submission of assignments, viewing the
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submissions, aessing the disussion board, and viewing urrent lass marks. The rest of

the web site was publi. The publi portion onsisted of viewing ourse information, a lab

manual, lassnotes, lass assignments, and lab assignments.

If the users only aessed the publi web site, their IDs would be unknown. Therefore,

the web users were identi�ed based on their IP address. This also made sure that user

privay was proteted. A visit from an IP address started when the �rst request was made

from the IP address. The visit ontinued as long as the onseutive requests from the IP

address had suÆiently small delay.

The web logs were preproessed to reate an appropriate representation of eah user

orresponding to a visit. The abstrat representation of a web user is a ritial step that

requires a good knowledge of the appliation domain. Previous personal experiene with the

students in the ourse suggested that some of the students print preliminary notes before a

lass and an updated opy after the lass. Some students view the notes on-line on a regular

basis. Some students print all the notes around important days suh as midterm and �nal

examinations. In addition, there are many aesses on Tuesdays and Thursdays, when the

in-laboratory assignments are due. On and o� ampus points of aess an also provide some

indiation of a user's objetives for the visit. Based on some of these observations, it was

deided to use the following attributes for representing eah visitor:

1. On ampus/O� ampus aess.

2. Day time/Night time aess: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. was onsidered to be the day time.

3. Aess during lab/lass days or non-lab/lass days: All the labs and lasses were held

on Tuesday and Thursday. The visitors on these days are more likely to be workers.

4. Number of hits.

5. Number of lassnotes downloads.
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The �rst three attributes had binary values of 0 or 1. The last two values were nor-

malized. Sine the lassnotes were the fous of the lustering, the last variable was assigned

higher importane. Previously, Lingras [8℄ used rough set theoreti geneti algorithms for

developing intervals of lusters. The previous analysis was arried out for a short period of

two weeks around the midterm examination. These two weeks logged 54,528 entries. The

data preparation identi�ed a total of 3,243 visits. The visitors that did not download any

notes learly fall in the worker ategory. Therefore, the lustering was restrited to those

1,264 visits, whih downloaded at least one lassnotes �le. The initial analysis demonstrated

the feasibility of developing rough set representation of lusters of the visitors to the web

site. However, the approah ould not be easily extended to the longer period of sixteen

weeks. The present study used all 361,609 entries from the web log over the sixteen week

period. There were a total of 22,996 visits. The visits that didn't download any lassnotes

were treated as workers. The lustering was applied to the remaining 8,442 visits.

The modi�ed K-means algorithm was run for various values of threshold and initial

entroid vetors. The value of w

lower

was set at 0.75 and w

upper

was equal to 0.25. The

resulting rough set lassi�ation shemes were subjetively analyzed.

VII. Results and Disussion

Table. I shows the average values of the �ve variables used in the lustering. It was

possible to lassify the three lusters as studious, rammer, and worker. The workers had

the lowest number of hits per visit. The average hits for users in the lower bound of the

workers lass was 16. The users that may be from the worker lass (upper bound) averaged

23 hits per visit. The users that were de�nitely workers downloaded only 1.3 douments

on average, whih probably orresponded to the sample programs from the lab manuals.

Another interesting fat was that the users from the lower bound of the worker luster
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Cluster On Campus Day time Lab/lass day Hits Classnotes

A(Studious) 0.07 0.5 0.02 61.1 21.6

A(Studious) 0.55 0.67 0.32 25.3 4.69

A(Crammer) 0.48 0.70 0.33 145.4 70.48

A(Crammer) 0.44 0.68 0.27 96.9 46.10

A(Worker) 1 1 1 16.2 1.31

A(Worker) 0.65 0.74 0.47 23.2 3.89

TABLE I

Vetor representation of lusters

always ame from on-ampus loations, on lab/lass days, and during the day time.

There was a signi�ant overlap between the upper bounds of the worker and studious lasses.

This fat is also evident in the entroid vetors for the two upper bounds. The studious

visitors had wider variations. Their average hits were 61.1 for the lower bound. Average

notes downloads for users that were de�nitely studious was 21.6. The hits and notes for

the lower bound of the studious luster are rather high. This fat an be explained by

the relatively small size of the lower bound with only 44 visitors. The upper bound was

signi�antly larger with 6596 visitors. The large size of the upper bound provided more

moderate values for hits and notes. The users that may be studious (upper bound) had a

smaller number of hits (25.3) and downloaded fewer notes (4.69). The visitors for the lower

bound of studious luster ontrasted sharply from the workers in the values of the �rst three

variables. Studious visitors almost always ame from o�-ampus loations. Half of them

visited during the night time. Almost all of them visited during non-lab/lass days.

The rammers, on the other hand, had the highest number of hits per visit. The lower

bound of the rammer lass averaged 145 visits and 70 lassnotes. The upper bound had a

slightly smaller number of hits and lassnotes. However, these values were still signi�antly

larger than those of the lower/upper bounds of any other lass. It is possible that some of

these visitors may in fat be various searh engines. More investigations are neessary to
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)Worker(A

)Worker(A

)Studious(A

)Studious(A

)Crammer(A

)Crammer(A

6494

8320

6596

44

1782

43
56

12

46

133

Fig. 1. Upper and lower bound ardinalities of the lusters

verify this hypothesis.

Due to the higher weights assoiated with the hits and lassnotes, the rest of the at-

tributes played a less signi�ant role in distinguishing visitors. However, as mentioned before,

workers always ame from on-ampus loations, on lab/lass days, and during the day time.

The studious visitors were signi�antly di�erent. They almost always ame from o�-ampus

and during non-lab/lass days. The rest of the upper and lower bounds are somewhat diÆ-

ult to analyze for the �rst three variables, based on Table I. However, it is easy to see that

non-workers tended to ome more during the non-lab/lass days. A more detailed study of

these assoiations is neessary for more reliable onlusions.
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There was an appreiable amount of overlap between various upper bounds. This seems to

suggest that the proposed lustering satis�es one of the important riteria of overlapping

luster boundaries [1℄. In order to verify the fat that some of the visitors belonged to

multiple ategories, a more detailed study of the luster memberships was arried out. The

ardinalities of the upper and lower bounds of the lusters are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 seems to indiate that there were a higher number of workers. The lower bound

of workers onsisted of 1782 visitors, while the upper bound ontained 8320 visitors. Even

though the lower bound of the studious luster onsisted of only 44 visitors, the upper bound

had 6596 visitors. The rammer luster was the smallest with 46 visitors in the lower bound

and 133 in the upper bound. An additional analysis was also arried out by taking the

intersetions of all of the upper bounds. The intersetions provide some indiation of the

visitors who ouldn't be preisely lassi�ed. A total of 43 visitors were identi�ed as either

studious or rammers. There were 6494 visitors who ould be lassi�ed as either workers or

studious. This large overlap seems reasonable beause the workers may also download some

of the notes for study after taking are of their other work on the web site. It is quite likely

that the distintion between studious and workers may be fuzzy, a possibility indiated by

the large overlap between their upper bounds. Furthermore, 56 visitors may have been either

rammers or workers. Finally, 12 visitors were present in all of the three upper bounds.

VIII. Summary and Conlusions

This paper proposed an adaptation of the K-means algorithm to develop interval lusters

of web visitors using rough set theory. Web visitors for an introdutory omputing siene

ourse were used in the experiments. It was assumed that the visitors would be lassi�ed as

studious, rammers, or workers. Sine some of the visitors may not preisely belong to one

of the lasses, the lusters were represented using rough sets.
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In order to develop interval lusters the K-means algorithm was modi�ed based on the

onept of lower and upper bounds. The experiment resulted in a meaningful lustering of

web visitors. The study of variables used for lustering made it possible to learly identify

the three lusters as studious, workers, and rammers. It was interesting to note that the

visitors from the lower bound of workers visited from on-site loations, on lab/lass days,

and during the day-time. Visitors from the lower bound of the studious luster, on the other

hand, ame from o�-ampus loations, during the night. Even though the lower bounds of

studious and worker lusters were signi�antly di�erent from eah other, there was a large

overlap between their upper bounds. This seemed reasonable beause many of the visiting

patterns for regular study may be similar to those of workers. As expeted, rammers had

the highest number of hits and downloads per visit. A more detailed assoiation analysis will

be neessary to understand the impliations of rough set lustering desribed in this paper.

Results of suh an analysis will be provided in subsequent publiations.
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